
Who are we?

De La Salle Bajio, is part of the 15 Lasallian mexican universities, with 54 years of
excellency. We have 5 Campus, including junior-high, highschool and university
facilities.

Our Campestre Campus offers a variety of facilities such as gym, sports center,
cultural workshops, social humanitarian assistance programs, among others.
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The city of Leon

Leon, located in central Mexico, is
one of the places with the highest
rates of development in the last 10
years. It comprises 1,183.20 km² of
extension and it is only 5 hours
from Mexico City, 2 hours from
Guadalajara City and its central
location allows you to easily
commute to different destinations
within the Mexican Republic.

The City of Leon is located between the
"Bajío Guanajuatense" and the highlands
of Jalisco, right in the center of the
Mexican Republic.
The city of Leon is known as the World
Capital of Footwear because there are
concentrated great number of factories
that produce shoes and leather goods of
excellent quality, whose fame has
exceeded Mexico´s borders.



Universidad De La Salle Bajío

Our university is part of an Educational Community
with presence in the five continents, offering

comprehensive education for students without distinction of
social status, race or religion.



APPLICATION PROCEDURE

1.- You send an email to the Head of the Department of
Internationalization (pvillasana@delasalle.edu.mx) and to
(international@delasalle.edu.mx) containing the following information:
name of the student (s), area of study , student´s e-mail and the period
they apply for mobility. 

2.- We send a confirmation mail, along with the formats for the
application.

3.- You complete the formats and send them back, to the Incoming
Mobility coordinator. (international@delasalle.edu.mx)

4.-Then you receive the correspondent Acceptance Letters(s) and arriving
directios for students.

MIGRATORY PROCESS

For most nationalities there is a temprary permission to stay in Mexican
territory for a period of 180 days without a Visa. At the arrival to Mexican
Territory, the immigration officer will give the student an FMM format, stating
the period  that is granted (180 days).   This format is VERY IMPORTANT to keep
safe, because it is the temporary official permission to live in Mexico. 

For other Nationalities, it is necessary to apply for a student´s Visa at the
nearest Mexican Consulate or Embassy.

Do you have any questions?
 

Email:  international@delasalle.edu.mx 
@DeLaSalleBajío

@InternacionalizacionDeLaSalle
 



Patricia Villasana Ramos 
Head of Department 
pvillasana@delasalle.edu.mx

Ma. Carmen Guerra Arreola 
MOBILITY 
mguerra@delasalle.edu.mx 

CONTACTS

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS: 
November 30th, 2022

ARRIVAL DATE FOR ORIENTATION:
 a week before courses begin

Spring semester starting date: 
February 7th, 2023

End of semester: June 24 th, 2023

Postal Address:
Av. Universidad N° 602
Lomas del Campestre

C.P. 37150, León, Guanajuato



#SomosDeLaSalle  #FelinosDeLaSalle

¡¡Bienvenidos!!
Welcome

Bienvenue
Benvenuto

Willkommen
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